
Annina
Failsafe recliner

Featuring a dynamic approach to furnishing a hospital space and introduces a new level 
of versatility and durability, all in a small footprint. 

Whether used as a single patient chair or combined in a multiple seating row, the Annina 
Failsafe Recliner performs as no other healthcare recliner can. It’s patented roll out foot 
rest supports loads of 350 lbs and is impervious to misuse. 

A new level of versatility, comfort and durability.
Winner of the prestigious Nightingale Award.
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Versatile Styling

Features and Performance

Design Features

1. Multi lock back to accommodate a reclining 
back motion with the finger pull 

2. Self rising footrest actuated by lever, You 
can sit on the patented rolling footrest, it will 
safely support you.

3. Composite foam seat with dynamic 
suspension system for long term comfort

4. Polyester or wood arm caps resistant to 
hospital cleaners

5. Offering variety of choices of including 
casters, aluminum legs or wood legs

Performance

• 350 lb capacity

• Heavy duty mechanism completely covered  
by all inclusive 12 year warranty

 
Environmental Sustainability

• HHI Compliant

• Air Quality Certification BIFMA 207.7HI
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Swiveling side tablet

Swiveling table that can 
positioned in any position 
then locked. The swiveling 
table is also removable and 
available in 3 sizes.

Folding side tablet

A molded plastic tablet 
with raised edges that folds 
flush on the side of the arm 
panel.

Drainage bag holder

A retractable loop for foley 
bags. It can be placed 
anywhere on the arm panel 
of the recliner.

Softgrip push bar

A tubular push bar with a 
softgrip cover for pushing 
the recliner. 

Ergotron arm

Supports TV/DVD players 
and may be adjusted into a 
multitude of positions. 

Dimensions

Options and Accessories

Failsafe recliner 
Model Short Description W D RD H SW SD SH AH YDG WT CAP

408-17 recliner, failsafe recliner 29 33 61 42 21 20 21 25 7 350 lbs

408-17OA-CS recliner, open arm w/ casters 29 33 61 42 21 20 21 25 6 350 lbs

408-17P4-500 recliner, bariatric failsafe recliner 33 33 61 42 25 20 21 25 500 lbs

408-17-2 recliner, duel failsafe recliners 56 33 61 42 21 20 21 25 13 350 lbs


